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Abstract
The obJectlve of this study was to test the utility of
videotape simulations as a device to help train dormitory housing
paraprofessionals. Five dramatizations depicting stressful
situattons encountered by housing staff members were taped at
Ithaca College and subsequently shown to 33 experienced para-
professlonals for evaluation. Following the presentation,
responses were elicited from the group by means of a question-
nalre. The test group unanimously agreed that the "trigger"
tape segments were indeed quite realistic and should prove to
be a valuable training tool for the fall training program. 0n
an arbitrary scale of'l to 4 (l=poor' Z=fair,3=goodr 4=excellent),
the'tr composite responses ranged from 2.99 to a question regarding
the usefulness of variable cards (background information) as a
supplemental aid in understanding the tape sequences to an average
response of 3.78 when queried about whether they felt the simulation
program would be a useful training aid.
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Chapter I
Introduction
College residence halls are being increasingly appreciated
as important 'learning environments for resident students (ACUH0
News, 1977). The responsibility for maintaining and enhancing
this Iearnfng environment in residence halls has been predominantly
placed with selected students working in a paraprofessional role.
Typical functions of student paraprofessionals in residence
ha'lls rest in their ability to (l) develop personal relationships
with students, (2) advise and counsel students on academic, personal,
and social matters, (3) maintain an atmosphere of concern and
respect in the living unit, and (4) assist in the planning of
interpersonal activities.
The effectiveness of student paraprofessionals in performing
these functions depends principally on how well they are trained.
Student paraprofessionals are in a position to have a positive
effect on the growth and develoPment of the residents in the living
unit and can be primary facilitators of student development
(Pu]lar, l97l). A training program, therefore, needs to be built
around the paraprofessionals'interpersonal and group skills by
teachr'ng them the fundamentals of group process, social organization'
leadership and cormunication skill s,
Such programs are being carried out at a number of residentia'l
colleges (Newton, 1974, and Schroeder, 1976)' One of these
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resldentlal schools is Ithaca College in central New York State,
At Ithaca College, the professional staff combine numerous
techniques for training student paraprofessionals such as seminars,
discussions, case stud'les, guest lectures, and ongoing training
sessions.
New and varied training programs are required to further
resident assistants'understanding and development of the skills
essential to the student development role (Schilling, 1977).
The Ithaca Co1'lege housing staff bel ieves that applying innovative
approaches to training is essential to maintaining a dynamic,
viable student-life program. One such training approach now being
considered by the department is the use of videotape simulation
("trigger" tapes) for the fall incoming staff training program.
These stmulations, drawn carefully from actual events, can provide
a means by which personnel in training can be exposed, under
controlled conditions, to the most critical aspects of their future
work (Cruickshank, 'l 969) ,
tflth respect to simulation as an instructional technique, the
0ffice of Residential Life at Ithaca Co'llege is cumently using a
serl'es of short descriptive case study examples in which trainees
form srnall groups and assume roles in solving typical dilermas that
may occur at times in their living units. A simulation example
fol I ows :
"Two students on your floor stop by to see you.
They are worried about Lee, another resident
on the floor. Lee has been really withdrawn
late'ly and Just sits in the room when not at
class. You have noticed this, too, but had
hoped Lee would come and talk to-you about it,
yoir ftnA out that even more people have noticed
his behavior. "
'J-
Thls examp'le, of course, demonstrates just one of a myriad of
potential student prob'lem situations.
The Genera'l Probl em
The problem to which this research wi'll be addressed is whether
a series of video simulations ("trigger" tapes) can be used in a
residential training program to successful]y promote better under-
standing in handling typica] problems evident in dormitories today.
The question to be answered is as fo]lows: can video trigger tape
simulation significantly improve an introductory training course
designed for incoming housing personnel?
Purpose of the Investigation
The purpose of this investigation is to eva'luate the potential
of video trigger tape simulation as a technique of training for
college residential life paraprofessiona'ls. By demonstrating the
use of videotape simulation to current residence ha1'l para-
professionals, the magnitude of its usefu'lness as a means of
training future paraprofessionals wi'll be understood and hopefully
accepted. Addttional'ly this study will evaluate the value of a
specific videotape simulation system and will demonstrate its
future application at the col1ege.
Siqnificance of the Study
Simu]ation of residence hall environment situations and
personalities, for years, has been considered important to the
training mode'l of paraprofessiona'ls (Mitche'll, Rubin, Buzarth,
and Wyrick, ]97'l , and Newton, 1974). The use of video tape
simulation as a creator of "life-like" situations and dilerrnas
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has been proyen successful for the training of both college and
non-college personnel (Soltys, 1971, and 0nder,1977). The writer,
however, has found few studies where this unique trigger tape format
is current'ly being uti'lized as an instructional technique in
residence hal'l training.
Although these studies will be discussed more thorough'ly in
Chapter II, most relevant to this investigation are the studies of
Solte (1968) and Miller (1972). Solte's study used trigger filrns, in
an effort to change young drivers'attitudes and behavior patterns in
the direction of safer driving. Miller's purpose was to determine
the value of trigger tapes for teacher education of classroom
disorders. Both studies succeeded in evaluating the worth of this
training technique by surveying viewerrs attitudes and monitoring
changes of behavior. Application of such an approach cou'ld, hope-
fully, enhance the residence program at Ithaca College, particularly
because video tape has not been used to date as an instructional
device in the Office of Residentia'l Life,
Llmi tations
This study is designed to evaluate the impact of video trigger
simulation as a training technique for college residential Iife
paraprofessional s.
Since a significant percentage of resident colleges employ
similar training techniques to Ithaca College for their residence
life personnel, results from this study may be generalized to other
institutions. However, because of the limited samp'ling size used by
necessity in this study, caution is advised in the direct use of the
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resu'lts throughout the broad spectrum of learning institutions across
the country.
Oeflnltlons of Terms 
.Used
Edlt, An additive process that creates a master tape by
taking segments from two or more tapes and splicing them together.
(Efretn, l97l ).
Format. Refers to the width of standard sizes of videotape.
Cormon formats are half-inch, three-quarter inch, one inch, and two
inches.
Living Unit. Dormitory housing structures acconmodating 38 to
40 residents for each residence hall floor.
Paraprofessiona'|. A person without extended professional
training who is specifically selected, trained, and given ongoing
supervision to perform some designated portion of tasks usually
performed by the professional. (Delworth, Shetwood and Casaburri,
1e74),
Simulation. The creation of realistic situations designed
to give the participants life-like problern-solving experiences
related to their present or future work, (Cruickshank, I966).
TJ igger Jape.s. The name given to the simulation program
produced, tested, and evaluated in this investigation, (Miller, K.
1s72).
V.ariable Cards. Cards containing only background information
relevant to each situation portrayed in the Trigger Tape program.
(Mill€F, K. 1972).
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Vl.dgo. The visual portion of a television signal, (Funk
and Wagnal I s, I 966) .
Videotape, The medium which is used to store video and audio
I nformati on on e'l ectromagneti c tape. (Hanvood , I 975 ) .
VTR. The abbreviation for videotape recorder.
Chapter II
Revlew 0f The Related Llterature
A principal obJectr've of this study was to investigate the
applicatton of videotape simulation for the training of college
residence hall paraprofessionals. Results accruing from this investi-
gatfon should be useful in determing effectiveness of using videotape
slmulation as a training technique in the Fall 1978 training program
for incoming residence staff paraprofessionals at Ithaca College,
Literature was reviewed in the following related areas:
l. Need to train college residence staff paraprofessionals;
2, Proven viability of videotape simulation in counseling,
industry, and education.
3. An innovative approach in training residence hall para-
professional s.
Need to Train College Residence Staff Paraprofessionals
It has become increasingly clear that the process of education
is not restricted to the classroom and that residence halls are'a
potentr'a11y important center of learning in the college and university
setting (Riker, 1965). Human faci'litators of this 'learning process
are resfdence hall student paraprofesslonals who serve in bringing
about valuable relationships between the professional staff and
students who reside in the Iiving unit. The effectiveness of these
paraprofessionals, in this role, depends upon how well they are
trained to umrk in a helping capacity (Newton, I974), Don Runyon,
Director of Resr'dential Life at lthaca College (written cormunication,
-7-
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1978), reflects on the importance of training residence hall parao
professtonal s:
'nAt lthaca CoIlege, Iike most other residential
colleges, Head Residents and Resident Advisors
serve as the criti'cal link between the college
and the students. In order to make the most of
this 'link there lts a great need to trai'n and
motivate these paraprofessionals, to sharpen
thetr skills, and develop their talents. Tnain-
lng must be both realr'stic and creative in order
to-motivate and educate these staff nembers. "
Identification of areas in which student paraprofessiona'ls must be
adequately trained are surmarized by Greenleaf (-1967) as fol'lows:
l. Helping to establtsh the environment within the hall,
2. Assisting groups and individual students,
3. Advising student activities,
4. Enforcing rules and regulations, and
5. Assisting with administrative responsibilities.
tl|ith regard to areas of Job performance training and responsi-
bi'lity, there has been an increase in the use of the residence hall
paraprofesslonal in a counseling as well as disciplinary capacity'
For example, Brown and Zunker (1966) found that over 40 percent of
a nationwide stratified random sample of co'l'leges and universities
reported that their undergraduate paraprofessionals counseled students
in the areas of personal and social problems. ln 1972, the American
Col'lege Personnel Association conducted a survey designed to obtain
information about the role and function of residence hall student
staff, and the scope of their student staff training programs.
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The results showed the inclusion of counseling duties in the student
staff role at lll out of the l14 schools (97.3%) surveyed, Followlng
close'ly after counsel ing activr'ties were discipl inary duties which
were identified in 106 of the Il4 schools (92.9%). Clearly, the
probabiltty ts hfgh that student paraprofesslonals in residence halls
have the greatest potentlal of interacting with, and therefore, being
of profound service to residents of the same age group. Greenleaf
states, ".,. students are more apt to accept advice and challenges
from another student than from the past generation." (p. 12\,
Janet Greenurcod, Assistant Professor of Counseling Psychology at
Rutgers University also states that, "Adequate student staff training
not only helps resident assistants better understand and perform
their duties, but also aids professionals in providing documentation
of services rendered by all levels of staff."' (p. 2),
F'lorida State University housing personnel, like many other
college and university staffs, were impressed by the impact brought
to the residential programs by the undergraduate paraprofessional
staff members who live in the halls. Phyllis Pullar, Director of
Residence Programs at the university, expressed her confidence and
approval of student paraprofessional training by stating: "It is
understandable why colleges and universities that emploJ, pdrd'
professionals in the residence halls devote considerable time and
energy to effectively train these peop1e." 1p. a8). A wide variety
of training programs are being experimented with across the country'
Student paraprofessionals often provide the first and most
effective contact between the student and ful'l-time professional
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staff representing the college, AccordinglY, they should be trained
in understanding and cafrying Out this functt'on, Director Don Runyon
(written conrnunication, '1978) stresses this point by stating:
"It is essential that this training be innovative and
that it capture the imagination and energy of these
paraprofesslonals. The potential of these para- 
--profbssionals is great tf highly motivated and well
trai ned . "
Proven Viabilitv of Videotape Stmulation
The Components of Simulation
The value of the simulation approach as a teaching device has
been documented by numerous researchers (Venditti, 1966, Cruickshank'
.|971, 
and Zuckerman and Horn, 1973). Crulckshank defines it as "the
creation of realistic games designed to give players life.'like
problem-solving experiences related to their present or future work."
(p. 23). Twelker and Layden (1973) appraised simulation as being an
"attempt to replicate essential aspects of reality so that reality
may be better understood and/or controlled." (p. aa5). Materials
used in designi'ng these training tools may include any kind of media,
such as fi'lmstrips, audio and video cassettes, or games. Activities
such as role playing, structured group experiences, and psychodrama
may also be incorporated to structure the particular simulation'
Simulated guidance materials expert Steve Weinrach (1978) reviews
the advantages of simulation training mode:
'1. Simulated materials serve to stt'mulate discussion through
increasing a trainee's awareness'
2. They can be used in the dissemination of highly specific
information that would otherwise take the trainer hours to research'
- l'l
3. The use of these materials can provide the viewer with a
non-threatening secure and accurate vehicle for their exploration of
sensttive topics such as human sexual ity.
4, The use of simulated materials can provide a mechanism
whereby trainees can pnacti'ce new skills in a structured environment.
Role playtng and structured group experiences are examples
(pp. 288-89).
Frederick Venditti states that, "the simulation approach a'llows
trainees the luxury of making professional errors without the
necessity of experiencing the traumatic real-life consequences of
mistakes." (p. 2),
As described above, simulation in theory serves to generate
discUssion, and increase awareness. Researchers have suggested
that in order for simulation to become an effective learning tool 
'
expresslon is needed. The videotape medium, to be discussed through-
out the remainder of this chapter has been widely used and accepted
as a means of implementing this "expression",
Videotape as an Educational Tool
The first videotape recorder (VtR) was invented in 1955 by
Ampex, It was about eight feet high and fifteen feet wide, and sold
for over $10,000. (Harwood, 1975). Fortunately, with electronic
refinement over the past two decades such equipment is now portable'
battery or electrically operated, and presently ('1978) can be obtained
for under $1,500.
t,tith this recent PracticalitY
instructtona'l device has become an
the use of videotaPe as an
inherent component of a field
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cormonly referred to as Instructional Television. The characteristic
of televlslon as belng graphlc, lrmediate, and realistlc has lmpressed
educators in this field with its effectiveness to cormunicate (Parker,
1971). From this, numerous studies have been conducted to test the
television medium in a variety of instructional settings. Reid and
MacLennan (1964) suggested the use of television for the presentation
of Iife-'like perforynance tests, These researchers believed that,
"such test situations can contain most of the visual and sound
stimuli found in rea'l life and can test performance beyond that which
paper-penci'l tests can cover," (p. 210). Videotape used as a device
for simulation training has been tested in a spectrum of fields from
counseling to the industrial and education settings.
Videotape Simulation in Counseling
In recent years, counselor training programs have been using
videotaping procedures with ever greater frequency and in an in-
creasing variety of ways. This trend stems from the assumed
advantages of observing non-verbal comnunication in the counsel ing
process. (Niland, Duling, AIlen and Panther, l97l ). Counseling
psychologists Sheldon Eisenberg and Daniel Delany (.l970) assess
their usage of videotape in counselor training as follows:
"Slmulation, by definition, means assuming the appearance
of, without really beirg,..thus a vldeotape presenting
a series of c'l ients describing their problems would
simulate many elements of actual counseling sessions.
Prospective counselors observing such a tape would
see and listen to clients ta'lking about things which
dlsturb them. The simulated situation may be made
even more like the actual situation if the simulated
conditton is anranged so that the counselor has an
oppor"tunity to respond to the clients on tape as if
they vrere neally involved in an actual counseling session."(p,15).
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Videotape Simulation in Industry
Industry has been using videotape to train employees since
the time that the hardware was first made accessible (Shamberg,
'1971). James 0nder, Medla Specialist for the University Research
Corporatton in l.lashington, D.C., suggested using videotape in
workshops and training programs for management. "Videotape playback
presents an obJective image of the simulated activity and provides
the basis for a complete and meaningful critique of what really took
place." (p. 34).
Larry Gibson, Director of AV Conmunications for Employers
Insurance of Wausau ln tlisconsin reported on the successful use of
video simulation in training company claim representatives stating
that:
"Dlith these vignettes as background, we expect the
role-playing sessions in our class to be much more
meaningful because the trainees wi'll have a realistic
practical frame of reference, They've been there in
the real world through the eye of our TV camera." (p. 55),
Value of Videotape Simu'lation in Education
The studies cited, in Chapter I, as most relevant to this
investigation are those of Slote (.l968) and Miller (1972). Botll
researchers eva'luated the worth of a unique simulation format termed
"trigger film" or "trigger tape." Alfred Slote, Assistant Director
of the University of Michigan Television Center, created this concept'
defined as short films that stimulate model environments and end
short of solution to the problems they have posed. (Miller,1972).
Sloteis trigger films (12 in the series) were produced to change
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young driver's attitudes and behavior towards safer driving. The
purpose of the trigger ft'1m episodes was to encourage young drivers
to share their experiences and feelings, Although these films were
produced for use ln drlver education, Slote envisioned wide
application, EIlen J. Miller, Editorial Assistant at the University
of Michlgan, expressed the va1ue of this format:
"They are bright, colorful , live'ly. The situationspresented are slices of life, conflicts and problems
faced by youngsters every day. The trigger fi'lm has
a future limited only by the imagination of the film
maker." (p. 877).
Kenneth t4iller (1972) analyzed the effectiveness of a videotape
simulatton program developed for training teachers in classroom
management, Coining the term "trigger" tape, Miller produced nine
separate situations that developed into problem incidents, potentially
disruptive in a normally functioning classroom. AII culminate at the
moment the teacher is about to react. At that point the viewers
are placed in a decision-making role and are requested to provide
appropriate solutions to the teacher's problem. Mil'ler believed that
using these trigger tapes wou'ld al'low pre-teachers to participate in
decision-making situations, in settings where the decision made wou'ld
not adversely affect a student in the classroom or the student's
parents . Mi I 'l er conc'l uded:
"... the program was a positive and worthwhile
experienbe in the opinion of those who hadpai^ticipated. Many responses contained state'
inents that the resiondent felt he learned new
ideas from the others in the group. 0ther
responses indicated that the respondents fe1t
more aware of their own attitudes in relation
io the ptiui*i-invoived in the program," (iii-iv)'
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App'lication of the trigger film and trigger tape simulation
formats has proven to be a worthwhile venture for those designers
interested ln promptlng dlscusslon and awareness through the
television median'
Simulation in Residence Hal'ls
The simulation of residence hall environments for the purpose
of training paraprofessiona'ls has been consldered integral to the
training model by residence hall professionals. The wrjter has
found in the literature a few residence universities that have
reported using videotape simulation in their paraprofessiona'l
training programs. For example, at the Unlversity of Georgia' a
videotape training program was developed to train paraprofessionals
in the corrnunication of empathic understanding and respect' The
training procedure invo'lved videotape vlgnettes of dorm residents
explaining a residence hal'l problem situation to the paraprg-
fessiona'l trainees. Fred Newton (.|974) discussed the outcome of
the program, ,,This study has shown that the training of parapro-
fessionals in corrnunications can be integrated wjth specific
residence hall situations encountered by paraprofessionals through
videotape stimulus vignettes and situations.'' (p' 367)'
A training program for Administrationn Progranming and Intra'
personal Growth at Florida state university used simulation
vignettes to teach empathic understanding' These tapes, which
were improvised by resident students, "represented very personal
situationswhichM'sfrequentlyencounteredinresidenceha]ls.''
(Pullar, 1971, p. 5t). Resident counselors were asked to
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structure the group discussrlon by asking the trainees to identify
their feeltngs about the tape they had Just viewed, The program
was consldered a great success by resident paraprofessionals,
The final section of this chapter reviews the importance of
innovative residence hall training and the need for broadening
residence hall training programs.
Ag Innovative Approach in Tr-aining Resjd.ence Hgll Parap.rgf.essjo.nals
In an artic'le entitled, "Effects o.f Short-term training on
Residence Hall Assistants", authors Rubin, Bozarth, Mitchell and
Wyrick (1971) express their concerns for effective training of
student paraprofessional s :
"Inasmuch as undergraduate residence hall assistants
are being called upon more frequently to counsel
students in social-personal problems and 'little
training specific to this function has been given
in the past, there is a need to develop an effect-
ive but brief training program leading to increased
counseling effectiveness." (p. 3.l0).
Other residence hall professionals also be'lieve in new and
prgven training approaches. Charles Schroeder states, "new and
different training programs are required to further resident
assistantsr understanding and development of the skills essential
to their student development role." (p. Il).
At Ithaca College, the professional housing staff uses
sevenal approaches to staff training including role-playing, values
clarification, and group consensus to maintain a high level of
effectiveness and enthusiasm for new trainees. Although videotape
and slmulated devices have not, to date, been incorporated as a
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training too1, Director Don Runyon (written corrnunication, '1978)
foresees its future application:
"I am excited about the potential available to us in
the field of training through the use of videotape
simu'lations and anticipate that it will become a
critical element in the area of staff training."
The need for a variety of training devices in residence ha1ls
is evident from the literature reviewed in this study. Videotape,
used as a simulation device can creative'ly enhance the quality of
student paraprofessionals in providing a new dimension in staff
trai ni ng.
CHAPTER I I I
Procedures
Following a brief study background review, details of the develop-
ment of the trigger tape program, testing procedures, descriptions and
formu'lation of the manner in which the generated data was treated, will
be presented in this chapter.
Background of the Study
After participating in and completing two successive Fall training
sessions for residence hall paraprofessionals, the writer became aware
of the need for a more comprehensive approach to train students in
coping with dormitory incidents. By including video tape simulation
dramatizations of potentially disruptive situations in a living unit,
it was felt that trainees could gain expertise in coping with such
matters. Following the completion of the .l977 staff training session,
the writer began developing a video program that could be used to
complement the existing paraprofessional training program at Ithaca
Col I ege.
Deve'loping the Trigger Tape Progrglt
Setting Objectives
Having defined the instructional prob'lem as that of preparing
residence hall paraprofessionals for difficulties they may encounter
in their living unit positions, the next procedure was that of
specifying the obiective of the program.
Simu'lations by nature can either be open or closed-ended'
A open-ended simu1ation does not provide feedback in showing
- 
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participants an appropriate solution to the problem presented. Closed
ended simulations, however, provide participants with a possible
solution or solutions to the situation presented and allows them to
discuss their reactions and personal preferences to the incidents
shown. The program produced for this study incorporated both
approaches in anticipation of stimulating interest and discussion.
The planned behavioral objective of the video simulations hinged on
the premise that participants will (l) be aware of their own fee'lings
and reactions when confronted with the task of residence hall decision-
making and (2) deve'lop ideas and concepts through peer group inter-
acti on.
Determining Incidents for Videotaping
The professional and head resident staff of the Department of
Residentia'l Life at Ithaca College were canvassed to determine problem
areas in which videotape simulation could be used for the training of
incoming residence staff paraprofessionals. A list of '10 potential
areas (for example, social misconduct, adjustment to college, home-
sickness) was distributed to each of these housing staff members.
(See Appendix A). The responses were ranked in order of importance,
based upon individual dormitory exper't'ence and personal preference.
The five most frequently identified topic areas from the'list of
l0 were selected as case study themes for videotaping. Scrlpts were
then developed and distributed to the professiona'l staff for their
corments and review. Suggesttons that would help make the trigger
tape plogram as authentic as pqsstble for training purposes were
especial ly so'l icited.
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Producing the Simulations
Using the professional staff corments, aIl five scripts were revised
and preparations for videotaping began, Each simulation was inter-
rupted during a crucial part of the incident being portrayed. A
solution was also scripted and designed to show participants one
a'lternative in dealing with the scenario problem. A total of l3
volunteer dormitory residents and current staff paraprofessionals
participated in the five episodes of the program.
Five separate taping dates were scheduled within a three-week
period in January 1978 to complete the taped program. AII five
incidents were videotaped in a different dormitory environment at
Ithaca College to impart a "life-]ike" quality to each simu]ation.
The tapes appropriately termed "trigger tapes", are short (ranging
from 2 to 3 minutes in length), co'lor video segments designed to
present a problem and stop short of solution, leaving the staff
trainees to supply the answers. Follorving the discussion period, a
taped solution was shown describing one approach in coping with the
dilem,ma faced by the staff member.
The hardware used for the taping was a portable Sony co'lor video
recording system supplied by the Conrnunications School of Ithaca
College. This system consisted of a television camera, a three-
quarter inch format Sony video cassette recorder (VTR), and a AC
power adapting unit.
All of the volunteer actors received their scripts at 'least
four days prior to the scheduled production date. Although no
formal rehearsals were held, the actors were engouraged to study
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and practice their assigned ro1es. Each tape incident was recorded
severa'l times and the best segments were kept for the final master
vers i on .
The five incidents were entitled, "The Freshman", "The Sting",
'rReferral", "Decibels", and ,The CIash". A brief description of each
follows: (See Appendix B).
l. "The Freshman": This situation opens with a freshman
speaking with her staff member about problems she is having preparing
herself both academically and socially for college life. Although the
staff member is sympathetic and offers sound advice, the freshman
initia'lly rejects his ideas. The incident culminates with the
freshman crying, "that the staff member's advice wonrt do a damn
thing." Following this despairlng statement, the staff member further
probes the freshman's frustrations, eventually providing a mutual'ly
satisfying solution.
2. "The Stilg": This tape begins with a staff member confronting
three dorm residents who are suspected of being guilty of destroying
dorm property. Denying invo'lvement, the group suggests to the staff
member that she accuse the residents across the hall. The incident
culminates in a verbal confrontation between one of the accused and
the staff member. A solution provided shows the staff member recount-
ing events leading to the destruction, mentioning that witnesses were
present and suggesting that iudicial action may be necessary.
Confronted with such carefu'lly documented evidence the trio a'lmost
eagerly admit guilt and promise restitution'
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3. "Referral": The opening scene shows a distraught resident
speaking to a staff member (who is also a close friend) about a
problem she ls havlng with her boyfrlend. Although the staff member
wants to assist, she is aware that her knowledge in the area of
concern is limited. She offers two referra'l options but the resident
insists that such professional services are too impersonal. The tape
stops with the resident insisting that there is no action for her to
take. In the taped solution, the staff member discusses related
referral services that may be less intimidating to the resident. The
resident agrees and accepts the guidance offered.
4. "Decibels": This situation opens with a staff member
receiving a late night phone call from a resident who is unable to
sleep because of loud music emanating from the room above his. The
staff member then confronts those responsible for the noise disturbance.
They agree to keep the volume at a reasonable level. This, however,
is not to be and the staff member, minutes later, is forced once again
to approach the noise level violators. The solution presented
specifically details how student staff members should dea'l with
problems of this nature.
5. "The Clashr': The final tape opens with a staff member
discussing the process of mediation with two roonmates in conf'lict
with each other. Both agreed to participate in a discussion designed
to understand and hopefu'lly resolve the dispute. Unfortunately,
'little progress is made. The incident reaches a stalemate as one
roonrnate becomes so frustrated that she is unable to express her
true feelings. The taped solution shows the staff member encouraging
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openness and leading the conversation to a constructive conclusion.
Background information in the form of "variable cards" (see
Appendix C) were written for each episode. Four variables per
incident were designed to provide participants with additional con-
siderations for decision making.
Testing the Program
Upon completion of the five tape sequences, the forty-four
residence staff paraprofessionals from the "Quad" region dormitories
of the college were invited to attend a two hour training seminar held
on February 12, .|978. This session was designed for the viewing'
discussion and appraisal of the five simulated videotape scenarios.
Thirty-three paraprofessional staff members along with three senior
professional staff members participated in the seminar.
The entire group reviewed the variable cards and viewed each
tape only to the point where a decision had to be made by the con-
fronted staff member in each simulated incident. At that point'
the tape was stopped and the participants were divided into three
groups each with'll members. This was done to enhance the sharing of
ideas in discussion pepiods by creating an informal atmosphere. All
three grcups were assigned a residence Staff professional (group
leader) who moderated the discussion of the incident shown' The
writer requested that each group leader ask the following three
questions:
l. What has happened in this incident?
2. How do you feel the staff member handled the situation thus
far?
IIIIACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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3. If you were in his/her position, how would you now control
the probl em presented?
Fol'lowing the discussion of these questions, the tape was then
rep'layed in its entirety showing both the incident and the solution.
The writer then summarized the significant discussion points portrayed,
and introduced the next tape segment to the assemb'led groups. This
approach was used for the assessment of each tape viewed.
Following the trigger tape program, the participants were asked
to critically evaluate the potential use of these tapes as a means of
training netll paraprofessionals in the fa1'l . Each staff member was
provided with a questionnaire. Group leaders were also supplied with
an evaluation form asking for their feelings towards the value of the
trigger tape program.
The questionnaire (see Appendix D) was designed so that nine out
of the l0 questions could be answered by making a checkmark or by
circling a preference next to the elected response. The purpose of
this design was to acconmodate ease in responding and to safeguard
agai nst i naccuraci es . Th'is system al so 'l ent i tsel f to manageabl e
tabulation and readY comParison.
One question calling for a brief written statement in regard to
improving the program was included to elicit a subiective response
from the part'icipants. This was to be evaluated on an individual
basis rather than a cumulative one.
The questions were of two basic concerns. There were demographic
related queries and questions that inquired about the participant's
feelings or personal 'impressions of the training program they had
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viewed. The demographics consisted of age, student status (sophomore,
junior, etc.) and the amount of residence hall experience. The other
questions asked were as follows:
1. Whether the participant felt that the program had been a
val uabl e 'learni ng experi ence .
2. Whether they felt the trigger tapes represented rea'listic
s i tuati ons .
3. Whether each participant felt that the program provided a
meaningful basis for trainee interaction.
4. t^lhether the participant felt that the use of the variable
cards contributed to group interaction or discussion.
5. Whether each participant felt that the situations presented
would be useful in fall training for residence staff paraprofessionals.
6. Whether the participant would be willing to participate in
further training sessions of the type shown.
Treatment of Data
Data co'llected from the questionnaires were evaluated in two
parts. Part one consjsted of a quantitative examination of the resu'lts.
A four-level qualitative ranking system was developed (excellent,
good, fair, poor) and each respondent was arked to circle one level for
each question asked. Questionnaire results were tabulated and used to
determine whether a series of videotape simulations could successfully
promote better understanding in dealing with typica'l problems in a
dormitory environment. Totals were obtained from the various categories
in each question and were assigned a numerical value. Tables were
devised to i'llustrate specific impacts of the trigger tape program'
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The second part of the analysis consisted of the responses to the
one subjective question contained in the questionnaire.
These evaluative statements were reviewed and grouped according
to the individua'ls'assessment of the program. These responses were
considered quite useful in trying to determine whether video taping
will be useful in residence ha1l training programs.
Fina'lly, the remarks of the three professional staff group
leaders were analyzed. The attitudes of the professional staff were
considered equa'l to those of the paraprofessionals in assessing the
value and Iimitations of the simulation program.
Chapter IV
Results of the Study
For purposes of this chapter, the data generated by the
questionnaires were grouped into two sections. The first section
details questionnaire results which were tabulated numerically' All '
questions, with the exception of question 9, were tabulated in this
manner.
The second section deals with an overall examination of question
9 in which the participants were asked how they felt the trigger tape
program could be improved, The responses to this question were in the
form of written statements which were treated as opinion and value
judgements. The results of the written responses were surmarized
according to two criteria. The first considerat{on was to group
togethersimilarlyviordedresponses.Thesecondconsiderationwasto
compile responses that were carefully thought out statements clearly
directed toward improvement of the program'
Numerical Data
The participating student residence ha11 paraprofess i onal s are
al]employedbytheDepartmentofResidentia.lL.ifeatlthacaCo.Ilege'
Their age range is as follows:
Age (years )
Under]8 18-21 22'24 25-30
Number of Parti ci Pants
-27 -
25
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The participating group consisted of thirteen sophomores, eight juniors'
seven seniors, and five graduate students.
Residence hall experience was consldered an lmportant component
of the eva'luative statements written about the simulation program,
The experience of those participating in the study is stated belovr:
Number of parti ci pants
0-Z 2-4 4-6 More than 6
't9 7 4 3
Using the results from the questionnaire (Appendix C), an
arbitrary scale was applied to questions four through eight. 0n1y
one of four posslble responses e{as requested of the participants
(excellent, good, fair, or Poor).
The numerical scale was as fol lows:
4 = excel I ent
3 = qood
2 = fair
.l 
= poor
0ccasionally, two values were circled, For example, good and
fair may have been circled. If this occurred, a value of 2'5 was
assigned to such a response, The nean value responses for questions
four through eight is shown in Table I'
Participants'responses to que$tions four, five' and six show
that a good-excellent response $as elicited by all 33 sampled members '
Aslde from being an expressiQn of reEllstlc situations and a vehicle
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Table I. -- Overall mean graded responses to question 4-8,
Number Question Graded Response(Mean)
4 Did you find the use of the trigger 3.62
tapei to be an (exce'llent, good, fair,
poor) Iearning exPeri ence?
5 To what degree do the trigger tapes 3,52
represent real istic s'ituations?
6 How we]l do the situations portrayed 3.49
in the trigger tapes you vieried provide
a mean'ingful basis for tralnee inter'
actlon?
7 To what degree did the "variable cards" 2.99
contribute to the groups interaction or
di scuss i on?
8 To what degree do you fee'l the situations 3.78
you have iust viewed would be useful in
fal l trainlng for residence staff para-
professional s?
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for providing meaningful trainee interaction, implicit in these favor-
able responses 1s the concept that the simulation program is a worth-
while training technique.
Responses to questions seven and eight were somewhat dissimi'lar
to those of the other va'lue judgment questions. In reference to the
variable cards (question seven) as contributors to the groups'inter-
action or discussion, the overall group reaction was that they were
"good" (2.99). However, the use of variable cards received the 'least
supportive response of any of the questions posed.
Question eight was designed to determine the value of the trigger
tape program in fall training for residence staff paraprofessionals.
0verall, the participants rated the program's future va'lue as highest
of any question (3.78) on the four-point sca'le.
In question 9, participants were asked to respond yes or no to
whether they would be wil'ling to participate in future training
sessions incorporating videotape simulations. AII participants
responded yes to that question.
Tab'le II lists a comparison between the results for questions
four through eight by age and residence hall experience. The writer
decided to make this array to identify any significant differences
between response and age, or response and amount of residence ha1l
experience. In general, this comparison (table II) indicates that
varying age groups tended to v'iew the program positively.
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Table IL -- Sunmary of respondent poll by age and residence hall
experience
Question
Number
18-21 22 and older
(years )
Residence Hal I Experienc-e
0 to 2 more than 2
(semesters )
&.
4 3. 56
3. 50
3. 60
3. 07
3.75
3.71
3.57
3.29
2.86
3.83
3.61
3. 55
3. 55
3.26
3.77
3. 58
3. 46
3. 50
2.75
3.75
Note. -- Val ues are averages
4=excellent,3=
arbitrary scale indexfair, I = poor.based ongood, 2 =
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0f the 10 hypotheses anal yzed, only that comparing age group
response relative to question six proved important. Thus, with
this single exception, there were no relevant differences in Tab'le
II either by age or experience. The important difference in median
values between the 18 to 2l year group and the 22 year and older
group re]ative to question six indicates that the younger members
of the housing staff were much more enthusiastic about videotape
prograrming as a means of stimu'lating training session discussions.
Thus, although the older participants responded favorably to
question six (mean, 3.29), the younger members felt very strongly
about the success potential of videotaping re'lative to training
i nteracti on .
Subjective t,lritten Responses
An appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of the videotape
presentation as a training mechanism was requested to each participant
as well as how he/she felt the trigger tape program could be improved.
Participants were urged to respond with a brief statement.
One respondent suggested that two or more solutions be presented
for each incident. This wou'ld enable trainees to visua'lize and discuss
a variety of possible alternatives. A fairly frequent suggestion was
that an improper (solution) method in coping with the incident should
also be shown. This would enable participants to discuss cautionary
approaches in managing potential living unit difficulties.
The writer was encouraged by these and other comments made by the
participants because they a1l indicated positive feedback insofar as
they suggested a means of furthering program development. The overall
response of the group was that the participants were generally satis-
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fled with the program as originally presented. some respondents were
crit'ical of the use of variable cards as demonstrated in Table II.
There was some confusion about their use and it was suggested that
they simply be referred to as background information and condensed
to a single brief paragraph.
In their program evaluations, the three participating pro-
fessional staff members serving as qroup 'leaders responded
enthusiastically to the videotape session. One group leader
suggested that seeing the situations deve'lop places the staff
in the immediate position of listening, evaluating and responding;
"very crucial to their counseling ski'l'1s. " The assessment made by
the same group'leader stressed that since counseling is so much
easier to "teach" when seen, the use of tapes, in genera'l, would
raise the quality of the training program.
All of the professional staff members commented on the problems
presented in the simulation program as being "realistic" and most
suitable for training. For example, one stated that: "The potential
that these and any subsequent tapes of this kind have for training 'is
unl imited. The situations portrayed are rea'l and bel ievab'|e. " I,lith
regard to improving the program, it was suggested by the professional
staff that the format of the training session be expanded. By having
each subgroup present their solution to all of the assembled trainees,
a better exchange of knowledge wou'ld resu'lt among a'|1 participants.
The potential of creating more than one tape solution was also
reconmnended by some of the participants. This approach would encourage
the use of only workab'le approaches to specific problems.
The overall assessment of the professional staff eva'luations
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was that trigger tape programs were "effective", "enjoyable", and
"valuable" as a training device for residence hall paraprofessiona'ls.
One group 'leader concluded: "I think the tapes are excellent, and
wil'l make this aspect of the fall training program much better for
the staff. "
In sunmary, the residence hal'l paraprofessionals attending this
training session believed that this program will be valuable to those
current and new staff members attending fall training sessions. The
numerica'l consensus suggests that the situations presented in the
program were considered realistic, and participants believed that
the training session was indeed a valuab'le'learning experience.
Chapter V
Sumary, Concl usions and Recormendations
Surma ry
A widely accepted practice of colleges and universities is the
hiring of undergraduate and Eraduate students as resldence hall staff
members. These paraprofess i onal s serve as an fmportant bridge
between the college and the students they asslst. To maximize the
services rendered by student staff members, it is important for them
tobemotivatedandwe.l]tralned.Resldentia.|collegesacrossthe
countryspendconsiderabletjmeandmoneyinestablishingtraining
nrodels which employ a number of techniques to ensure a training
program success.
Two successful techniques used by only a small portion of resi-
dential colleges are that of videotape and slmulation. Combining
both techniques has been gaining acceptance rapidly in the fields of
applied counsellng, industry and education. This is a result of the
facility of vldeotape simulation to provide realistic representations
of model envi ronments.
With this in mlnd, and having completed two years of training for
residence hall paraprofessi onal s, the writer saw the need to promote
and utilize videotape simulation i'n training students to better cope
with dilenrnas typical of what they may encounter in dormitories'
A unique type of videotqpe stmulation referred to as trigger
taping rns enployed at lthqca College tn hopes of improving an intro-
ductory Fall training course desl'gned for incoming residence hall
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paraprofessionals, By means Of a questionnaire, the professional
staff and selected paraprQfessionall were requested to identify five
problem areas that were amenable to videotapt'ng. The incidents
portrayed in the program were chosen as being typical prob'lems that
might arise in the trainees' Iiving unit. Dormttory residents and
current resident staff members directly participated in taped program
scenarios. A training session was scheduled in February, 1978 to test
the va]ue of videotape simulation for fall training. Thirty-three
residence hall paraprofessionals attended the session and evaluated
the program by means of a questionnaire. The program (13 minutes in
length) consisted of five simulation episodes designed to present a
problem and stop short of a solution, leaving the participants in a
decision making ro'le. Fol'lowing a discussion period, led by pro-
fessiona't staff members, a tape solution was shown describing one
approach in handling the predicament faced by the staff member, Back-
ground information in the form of "variab'le cards" was qiven to each
participant to assist them in the decision-making process.
The program was designed so that participants would (l ) Ue aware
of their own feelings and reactions when confronted with the task of
residence hall decision-making, and (2) develop ideas through peer
group interaction,
At the conclusion of the two*hour training session, participants
were asked to crr'tica'lly evaluate the program by responding to a
questlonnaire. Each participant was asked to elicit a response to
nine questions, as well as make a brief statement relative to how the
program might be improved, Questlonnar're results were tabulated and
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given numerical yalues based on an arbitrary four-point scale corres-
ponding to the gualitative responses on the questionnaire, All of the
brief subJective responses and written evaluatfons requested of the
group leaders were compiled and evaluated. 0verall, the participants
rated the program as being ttgoodrr to "excellent" from al'l questions
e'liciting a qualitative response. Significantly important was the
overall response to a question regarding the value of the videotape
simu'lations in training new paraprofessionals in the fall of '1978.
Their averaged response to this question was 3,78 on the I to 4 scale
which corresponds to a near excel'lent overall rating.
Concl usions
The primary purpose of thr's investigation was to determine if a
videotape simulation program could be used effectively in training
residence hal'l paraprofessionals, Toward attainment of this goal,
five videotape simu'lation sequences were produced and tested to
determine its potential value at Ithaca Co1lege,
A number of va] id statements can be made about the program based
on questionnaire responses. First, it iS apparent that the partici-
pants fe]t strongly, ('l) the program was a valid learning experience'
(2) the situations portrayed were considered realistic, (3) the
training session allowed for productive group interaction, and (4)
that the program wou'ld be useful (highest overa'|1 rating) in fall
training programs.
Pertinent to this inyestigation was the residence hall experience
of the participants. Questtonna't're responses of those with at least
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ttro semesters experience were s'imilar to those participants with
significantly less residence hall experience. This suggests that
videotape simulations used in training programs should be useful to
new staff members as well as to the more experienced personnel. Thus,
it appears that similar programs should be useful in other training
areas. For example, pre-selection training and monthly training
seminars may also successfully incorporate si:nilar techniques.
Clearly, videotape simulations are I ikely to have usefu'l app'lications
in many college-related training programs.
Videotaping, as a meaningfu'l basis for trainee interaction, was
viewed differently by the l8-21 year group and the 22 year and older
group. Younger members were significantly more enthusiastic toward
its potential for training interaction.
Receiving the lowest overall average response from the partic'i-
pants was the question related to the use of "variable cards" to
provide background information. Although the cards received a "good"
rating, the participants general'ly felt that in this instance improve-
ment was indicated. This can be accomplished by presenting background
information relative to each scenario in paragraph form. Such a
change should be incorporated before the program is viewed in the
Fall of .l978.
In regard to whether the programs obiective was achieved, many
participants responded with supporting statements. One staff member
stated that he w'ished the program had been part of his training session.
The results from the questionnaire a'lso supported the belief that
stated behavioral objectives were satisfied.
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The use of yideotape as a means of expressing the simulation
program pnoVed to be conducive to an assembled group of people, It
provided a new dimension to training that had not been incorporated
at the college. Since the participants responded favorably to the
simulations as being realistic, it is clear that videotape is indeed
a va'luable tool for designing simulations.
The professional staff members who assisted in the operation of
the training session unanimously felt that the program should be used
often in the future. Counseling was discussed as a function difficult
to teach, but made easier to discuss with the use of the simulation
program. p'lans designed to lengthen the program to'10 to 12 individual
incidents and to provide training in areas such as assertiveness and
emphatic understanding were suggested for inclusion in the fall train-
ing program.
Recommendati on.s
tJhile this study atternpts to examine the effectiveness of one
method of videotape simulation on training student paraprofessionals,
further exploration into varied vt'deotape formats as simu]ation
devices are needed. Reconmendations in this realm include: (l)
research needed to compare solutions provided by simulation programs
with those providing just the problem incident (no solution) and;
(2) investigations that solicit viewer preference as to whether a
program should use a single or multiple so1ution approach requires
appraisal, In this study, a significant portion of the participants
suggested that the use of multi.ple solutions wou'ld further enhance
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discussion. Therefore, a study which attempted to make an attitudinal
assessment of varied so]utions versus a single solution could prove
beneficla'l to trainers; (3) it is lnteresting to speculate on how
successful the program tested would be if evaluated by the incoming
student group to be trained as paraprofessionals. A study comparing
the perceptions of the current staff group evaluating the videotape
simulations with those possessing minimal background or prior training
could be important in determining staff preference; (4) other methods
used in designing simulations aside from videotape in specifically
training residence ha]l paraprofessionals could also prove beneficial
in stimulating training programs of resident colleges across the
country; (5) similar studies should be undertaken by other residential
colleges to document the overal'l value of videotape simulation; (6)
the writer recommends the establishment of a residence ha]l inter-
co1'lege videotape library network that would collect, loan, and
store video training tapes of al'l resident colleges and universities
thereby making them available for training staff professiona'ls through-
out the Nation.
APPENDIX A
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POTENTIAL YIDEO CASE STUDIES
AdJustment to CoIlege/LC. ("The Freshman")
Social Misconduct (excesstve drinking, drug problem,
destruction of property)
Vocational Problems (lndividual has no realistic
plan for exploring his or her own interests)
Study Habits (continually falling behind in course
work)
Human Sexual ity
Values/Peer Pressure
Difficulties with the opposite sex
. Introversion or extroversion
Reaction to freedom (the changing personality)
Homesickness
(fey: I = most important;
'10 
= Ieast important)
Additional Corments:
Please return by Friday, 0ctober l4th. Thank Youl
APPENDIX B
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"The Freshman"
VIDEO AUDIO
ESTAB ROOM }IITH ,'IM ON COUCH
T}lO SHOT
CU BECKY
TI^IO SHOT
0SS BECKY IIIITH JIM
: I'm having difficulties
ting on my work, and
eel ing comfortable here. I'm
idering withdrawing, but I'm
even sure of that. FortunatelY
parents want me to do what II is best. But now I'm very
sed, and haven't slept wel 1
ince I got here. I iust want to
happv.
im: It sounds like you're feeling
confused...do you
about your courses
your difficulties?
scouraged and
know what it ist ls causi ng
ecky: No, not rea]Iy! There iust
6emE to be so much work. I won't
peak to my professors because I
't know what I would say.
im: Becky, there are alternatives
fr-working this out. Maybe con-
ider making an appointment with
advisor, or seeing the Dean
Students.
: I'lhatl My guidance counselor
f-h-'igh school was terrible. He
idn't know any of us, he didn't
re to meet our class. tfhy should
believe that things are differentt thls school| Everybody at homells me that college is rea11y
mpersonnal . I felt that way even
ore I came here. I feel that
even more since I arrived herel
But why not,..,(interrupted)
: l'lhy not ( i n fury) go around ;
-sel or to counselor, professor
professor until they fil1 me
th all of their "stay in school--it's good for your head ideas." I
't think so Jimi That won't
a damn thi ng I
FADE T0 BLACK *********************
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"E-Erg!@!"
VIDEO AUDIO
TIilO SHOT JIM AND BECKY im: (concerned) Becky, I get such'eeling of hostility from what
've Just said.
Bec : Sorry I got rryself so worked
(acknowl edged nonverbal ly)
: I dontt know. My parentsfrffi gave me too much encouragementOSS BECKY I.IITH JIM
TI,IO SHOT
OSS JIM }IITH BECKY
Tl.lO SHOT
Bec
he felt was best, but never offered
much advi ce,
en applying to colleges. TheY
nted their uBecky" to do what
t.'Ihen you applied to colleges,
knew then that you had interests
in one field or another. I think
these interests are stil l presentl
: WeIl my interests now are
; and rny frustrations lie in
nding out, exactlY what I want to
for the next four years. It
bothers me everytime I think aboutIt:
im: }.lell, there are two Places
6fr-this campus that are excel'lent
for understanding interests, and
ding on careers. Werve got
both a vocational testing center
and a career center. I know a
number of people rea'l wel! that
ld be happy to help you.
: The girls on the floor
o the same advice, but I
guess
in.
it didnrt have time to sinkI'II go, it's worth the try.
Jim: Greatl If you have any
questlons about their services
offered or when the best time to
go is, then |et me know.
VIDEO
Tl',o SHoT (C0NT.)
FADE TO BLACK
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"The Fresh[Enl
AUDIO
Thanks Jim, I feel more
Ilhen we first started talking
mentioned that you rea'lly
ldn't feel comfortabl e in a
nnitory.
: [de11, I think I understand
tter now, That is all part of
s bad feeling I had towards ny
classes. My roomnate is great.
In fact, she rudged me into speaking
with you; I should thank her fort. Itts worth a try. I would
like to be happy here. I feel bettert trying now that Itve spoken to
Thanks Jimi
hled.
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"JE-!E-u"
VIDEO AUDIO
ESTAB OF ROOM l,lITH THREE
GUYS
Tl,l0 SH0T: STEVE AND DREW
MCU OF LAURA
OSS LAUM AND GUYS
CU LAURA
Tll0 SH0T: }IITH DREttl
OSS: LAURA AND THREE
3 SHOT
MCU LAURA
OSS LAURA }IITH DRE}I
Jim: So are we going to happy
hour tomorrow.
John: Got to! liow this has been
a-16'ng week.
Jim: Sure has been. I hope I
nilver have to write another
poi ftics paper.
Drew: Hey Steve: throw on some
StEIe Mi'l'ler.
Laura: Guys I need to talk to you
about somethi ng.
3 Guvs: Sure. . , Yeah. . . How about
nowl ... Come on in.
Laura: [,le'll, I know you must have
!ilen the notices on the hal l door
about the ceiling tile repair, the
expelled fire extinquishers, and
the broken lobby door.
Drew: Yeah, vre've seen theml
Laura: Do you have any ideas uho's
responsi bl e?
All Three: No idea,.,. Can't
Imadne ,.. I can't afford this...If I get my hands on the person
who's guilty, I'll ...
Drew: Laura, can I ask .you a
Gue-stion?
Laura: Sure, what's thatl
Drew: Do you think we did
Laura: }Iel I, urm !
it?
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ulElllng"
VIDEO
, MCU DRE}I
FADE T0 BLACK * * * * * * * * * *
[,lCU LAURA
OSS LAURA AND BOYS
Ttl0 SH0T: J0HN AND JIM
CU LAUM
ESTAB OF FOUR
Drew: I think it was someone out-
IiilE of our dorm. And I don't
think I like being accusedl
Steve: (}'lith the others supporting)
ffiTon't you blame the guys across
the hall. 0.K.?
Drew: Yeahl I donrt think we like
fiET's coming down here.
******************
Laura: Guys pleasel Remember that[dl5e been charged before, youpaid the bills and nor it's
happened again, A11 four of You
were here at last weekends party,
and I know of two individuals who
v{ere present when the damage
occurred.
i,ohn: And who were the stooges.
056-ops, I mean whatrs their names?
Laura: Right now, thatrs not
ifiFo-*ant. But what is important
is that if you decide not to pay,
then a judicial complaint will be
lodged, and you may go through the
process only to be found guilty.
There are witnesses, and if some-
thing like this happens, then there
will be no other course, but to gojudfcial. This has been going on
much too 1ong.
Drew: I didn't know thati
Steve and 0thers: This could getsrfiil--
Laura: So come up with a decision,
and get back to me tonight. Stop
down or Irll come up 1ater.
AUDIO
CU LAUM
VIDEO
FADE TO BLACK
FULL SHOT OF LAURA IN HER
R00l'l
OSS LAURA WITH DRE}I
TI,JO SHOT LAUM AND DRE}I
FADE TO BLACK
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"The Sting]'
AUDIO
[knock on door)
!!,{qr Cone inl
Drewr Laura, werll payl And I just
Iant to say that I donrt think it's
going to happen again. We got a
'I ittle loaded Friday. I don't
thlnk it was worth lt.
Laura: Thanks Drew. Irm glad we
Ei6-able to talk it out.
VIDEO
ESTAB ROOM
Tt,tO SHOT JAMIE AND CINDY
CU CINDY
OSS CINDY AND JAMIE
Tt'lO SHOT JAI4IE AND CINDY
OSS JAMIE WITH CINDY
OSS CINDY WITH JAMIE
CU CINDY
FADE TO BLACK
T}IO SHOT
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" ReferraI "
AUDIO
Jdmie: I'm glad that you can trust
Ind feel you can talk with me,
and I'm happy to talk with you, butI really feel uninformed about
birth control. I think it would
be wise for you to ta'lk to a
professional at the Health Center
as wel I as ta1king with me.
: }lell, I donrt think sol
't think I'll want everyonein the Health Center to know
business. Jamie, they don't
know who I am.
Jamie: Either the doctors or nurse
ETii-icians will be able to decide
whlch method is best for you.
Jamie: Cindy, it's Your best bet'ie professionals; theY want to
helir. l,lhy do you think they're here?
dy: I just feel funny about
i!- over there, It's imPersonal I
you know David feels the same
Cindy: (distraught) I canrt talk to
m!fla'rents about this. MY friends
fLei I should act in a way that I
don't want tol My boYfriend agrees
with me, but isn't talking with me!I can't act I
******************
Jamie: I'loul d you be open to talking
iTh-someone not related to the
Health Center, but interested in
helping.
Cindv: Mavbel The way I fee'l now I
TfiId[ ttrai sounds pretty reasonable,
VIDEO
Tlllo SHOT
OSS CINDY WITH JAMIE
T}IO SHOT
FADE TO BLACK
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"Refeiral "
AUDIO
Jamie: }ihy don't we stop by and
see the Area Coordinator. She
will be able to offer some insight.
From the conversation we''ll have a
better idea of what alternatives
are avai I abl e.
Cindv: I'll be willinq to takeffifstep. Before it-hits me all
at once. I wasnrt able to react
to everything al'l at once.
Jamie: I understand. Tomorrow I'll
EofrEct her, and r,lill set uP a time
Cindv: Thanks Jami e.
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"Decibels"
VIDEO
scEilE #l
ESTAB OF HSII IN BED READING
CU OF HSM ON PHONE
CU HAND-.HANGING UP PHONE
SCENE #2
MS OF HSM (HOUSING STAFF MEMBER)
APPROACHING DOOR
OSS OF HSM KNOCKING DOOR
ON THIRD KNOCK DOOR OPENS
0SS HSl4 i'IITH ONE R00MMATE
T}JO SHOT MARK AND BILL
CU MARK
OSS MRK hIITH BILL AND GEORGE
DOOR CLOSES.-MUSIC REMAINS
SAME LEVEL
OSS MARK WITH DOOR
AUDIO
(the phone rings)
rk: Heilo , You say that the
has been real Ioud for the
ast half hour. Have you spoken
them .
they don't want to cooperate
Irm coming upl
rk: I've got a feeling this
'I I season is gonna keep me
late at night:
(loud music coming fron room)
(Music stilI loud)
Hey Mark, Whatrs happening?
Donrt you think it's a little
for 'l oud musi c?
Come on; it's the weekend.ts asleep anyvray, Right:
ll: George, did you hear that one,
has the nerve to complain.t be that jerk living next to
: Ahh, he iust doesntt like
hd of music.
d<r I want you to keep it down.
ve already received two complaints,
l'lark relax, vie'I I keep itII:
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'rDeci be l s"
VIDEO AUDIO
FADE T0 BLACK * * * * * * * * * *
SCENE #3
MARK KNOCKING ON DOOR
DOOR OPENS OSS OF BILL
GEORGE PASSED OUT ON BED
0SS 0F IIIARK
Tl,ll0 SHOT MARK AND BILL
D00R CL0SES: MS MARK
CONTINUING DO}IN HALLWAY
FADE TO BLACK
******************
(MUSIC LOUD)
BJll: 0ooooPs!
Mark: Bill, Irm not coming up
aEETn. Now, you know the dorm
agreed to quiet down around l:00
on weekends. Think of your friends
who are trying to sleep, I would
rather not have to file a noise
compl a i nt.
Bil'l : I guess we're a Iittle rowdy
ffil-partied out. We'll keep it
down . l'lhat a great game I
Mark: Thanks. I'll see you guys
rii-The morning.
(MUSTC Dot.IN)
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"The C l ilsh"
SCENE #.I
ESTAB OF ROOM
ROOI'IMATES
MCU OF HSM
3 SHOT
CU SUE
I'IITH HSM AND
Sharon: Before we begin discussing
ItrE-EItuation, I want you both to
know that a mediator is not a
decision ma ker.
I'm here to make sure the conver-
sation is carried out in a calm,
rationa l manner.
I'ly rol e wi l 1 be to detenni ne who
speaks at a given time and to help
clarify statements made. I'lhen dis-
cussing a particular conflict try
to be as specific as possible.I'II have to ask you to control
your voice Ievel , and request that
no one leave before there is ajoint decision to do so. Feelings
are never wrong-- theY're owned bY
the lndividual . Please, this
doesn't have to be a forma l meeting.
Try to be as re'laxed as Possible'
Letrs start.
Sue: I'lell, thatrs fine with mel
I'll go along with it.
Sharon: 0,K, then, Sue, what do You
E['Tn-[-are the factors leading to
this conflict?
Sue: l'le1l, my roommate, a suPPosed
ilienA aia something that real lY
bothered me a couPle of weeks ago.
Not only that; shers been doing a
'lot of obnoxious things that are
really annoyi ng.
You're lyingll I haven't
... 
( i nterruPted )
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"The Cl ash"
VIDEO AUDIO
3 SHOT
FADE TO BLACK
CU SHARON
*********
Sharon: Stoo! Please one at a
EifiEl-and ILt's take it one con-flict at a time also. Be
specific, Sue,
Sue: Everytime we do television
Few together Kar a lv{ays has to
play one-upls-men. I mean, I feel
shets breathing dorm r4y neck. Itrs
been getting on rU nerves.
Sharon: Karen I
Karen: t'lhat are you talking aboutl
fifiEfr-I asked you what was bother-
ing you, you to'ld me you weren't
getting along with the director.
You never told me I was the problem.
Sue: (visibly upset) I couldn't,
T-couldn't, I still canrt.
Karen: 0h nol
*****************
Sharon: Sue, if we're this close,
ililEE-we could resolve it by
letting the feeiings out.
Sue: I donrt knowl
Karen: (concerned inflection) If
ilEri6'been fighting cause of our
work together in the dePartment'
then I iust want to saY that Your
style has been an insPiration for
mel I don't want to compete ' Ijust want to do wel l. You know
i've told you this beforel
Sue l
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"The Clash"
VIDEO
CU SHARON
3 SHOT SHARON SUE AND KAREN
STAY ON SAME 3 SHOT
Sue: People have been telling me,
Tfii-t your work is great, and that
youtve really caught onl I can't
deal with it that way!
Karen: And I donrt want you tol
AUDIO
Sharon: If we are dealing with a
TEETIEg of competitiveness, then
wfry not remain open to one
another. }lhy not keep the
friendship going.
Sue: I want to. MaYbe Irm feeling
56-n'y for myself . Karen, I dontt
want to have to look over mY
shoul der,
Sue: I feel better having Your
ilpport.
Karen: And I feel better having
FilFS:
Sharon: When we first started
ii:i!-cu=-ss i ng , someone menti oned
doinq obnoxious things to the
ottrei (taugnter from- Karen and Sue).
Huh?
Sue: t.letve
F6F years
bel ieve I
been doing those things
to each other. I can't
used that as an excusel
Karen: Yeahl And when are You
E6iiE to stop turning the lights on?
Sue: l,lel Hhat about last night'
FADE TO BLACK
Ohl You're a crazY girll
APPENDIX C
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Vaniable Cards
for
'tThe FiiShmlnt
CARD A
0f the I16 residents in this quiet donn, I00 are freshmen. Some
have a lreatly set forth personal goals and are adapting welI to the.
college environment. But others feel a sense of alienation to their
work and living envi ronment.
There are a number of freshmen on your floor who are having difficulty
oreoarlnq themse'lves for thetr academics as wel l as adiusting to the
iocial tite at the college, Although this was discussed at length
during the first hal l meeting, there stlll seems to be a few
residents not secure in their ner* roles.
CARD B
CARD C
CARD D
Durinq the third week of classes a sophomore on your floor comes to
you d6epty concerned about her fres lrman roormate ' She. explains thei'ltuattbn as being an inabtlt'ty for her roornate to make the
transition to col i ege.
Theconcernedroormatehastriedonsevera.loccas.i.onstohelp'butiijiri-l-tti"i party is needed. She's told her roonmate to see_you,i,,i'inl iivii"'ii-ireti tii"n. yourre on duty one nisht and this
ilrtilrrir-ilishman approaches you with her situation. !',hat do you
do?
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Variable Cards
for
"The Sting"
CARD A
Like some other problems, reacti'on to freedom is related to previous
family relationships. Freedom from controls which were unreasonably
strict or a response to temptations for which students were never
oreoared can result in anti-social behavior or self-destructivepriilii.r (..g., excessive drinking or refusal to settle dourn to work),
CARD B
There is a
individual s
appears t0
feeling among the restdents of your dorm that only.a few
ar^e responsr'ble for the destruction of property that
happen so frequentlY.
CARD C
Innocent members of the second floOr refuse !o Pay their" portion of
inre. Uitts totalling 9113.00 because of their knowledge of those who
are resPonsible,
CARD D
Upon conducting a hall meeting to resolve the dtsputer You notice
that the three suspects on tfr[ natt are not in attendancer This,
n|ririi:l il'not-Jn'uiuat , but because of the frequency of .damage
i11lri.l'you riat;;;-tili [[ris violation of the camPy: Judicial codeil;t"il investi'gii.a. -ro, want to approach the guilty parties,,
'.t.igl-th;;;-;d-;r.'..iponsiur.,-anh'dr'scourage-future destruction'
CARD A
Because of the
of the extreme
feel guilty or
sometimes takes
sexual concern.
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Variable Cards
for
"Referral "
persona'l nature of most sex problems, and because
like'lihood that the resident confiding with you may
ashamed of certain behaviors or situations, it
great courage for a person to seek help with a
CARD B
It is important for housing staff personne'l to recognize their
limitations in all facets of counseling (i.e., crisis management,
suicide and grief counse'ling, etc.). Thls can be achieved by
knowing what campus referral sources are available.
CARD C
A resident on your floOr who has become a close friend comes to you
distressed because of a dispute shers had with her boyfriend over
their relationship. You are not sure of your expertise with the
problern and want to refer her to the Area Coordinator and/or the
Health Center.
CARD D
Jamie is unwil'lingl shets come to y9u because of the understanding
in"Vorr-fnitnOtnip, fo. Jamie therlts no need to see someorE'rwho
aoein't even knowfme." Understanding that referral is an importanti;;;r ot-vor. :o6, iou need to think of an qppoach that wil'l move
Jamie on to u p"oi.iiionii who is more knowledgeable in coping vrith
the situation.
-61
Variable Cards
for
t'Decibels"
CARD A
The likelihood of late night noise disturbances are somewhat
infrequent in this dormitory because residents have usually been
cooperative and considerate to their hallmates. There has never
been a need to file a nolse complatnt.
CARD B
Tonight is the night of the first home basketba'|l game. It is one
of only two home games to be played thts semester. Dorm residents
have shown a great deal of enthusiasm and are expected to be well
represented in the gym,
CARD C
You are the staff member on duty and receive a phone call from an
irate resident who is unable to sleep because of the excessive
partying in the room above, This disturbance is a result of long-
term post game celebration.
CARD D
This is not the first time a complaint has been registered against
the residents of this particular'room, You must decide what to dol
-6?-
Variable Cards
for
"I!g-!lr9h"
In any dormitory environnent, housing staff members must be aware ofiltliliiii' iiiilii"-lonii i"ts.' Usual Ii roormate difficul ties can be
resol ved when pressures ire' orougttt-io bear, . making the. individual si;;;i;il il.iir6 pirionar responsibilitv for the conclusion'
CARD A
CARD B
CARD D
Close friends who later becgne roormates sometimes experience;iiiidiiilt-in iopins with one another' Evoked bv peer-pressure'
,"".ri.i-ni6its, iirseiurity, competitiveness' and other factors'
ihe ?riEndship sometimes comes to an end'
CARD C
There are two individuals on your floor who.are very much alike'
Both are Cormunicationt 
'uioti,-ut" tnvolved 
in the same television
#iirlii..l','ina-ir" .roriii'ritinea tn academics, rhey have beenf;ffi;;';;;'fi-vii"t ptiit"to-roo'ing tosether and have sraduallv
realized that their p.tp"iuui-tioieneis tris drawn them apart' They
Ir.irrirui:l 
j;ili:i, f Ti:;' i*liii.'l:, ilil:;:'l'.1;::;.'l:'l;:'
other gir'ls on the floor.
Fol lowfng another argunent r'rith hen roormate'.Susan decides tolii.rii'irt. iroutem witn'int'staff member on her floor' Itts vour;;il;; i'riit'irliiilidn tt-tn"-ontv-cout'rse.to take in makins the;iiffi; [Iira'di.'io, .v""von. inv"orvea,_-Atter ta]kfns with both;;;il:ilil1;rirri, vou aie readv to.call.thern in for a sroupiiiirssion. How -are you to handie the mediatlon?
APPENDIX D
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TRIGGER TAPES qUESTIONNAIRE
'1. 
Ags.
2, Student Status
under 'l 8
I8-2 1
22.24
25..30
sophomore
junior
senior
grad
3.
Please i nd i cate
the scal e.
4. I found the
semesters
semesters
semesters
than 6 semesters
your answers bY clrcling
use of the TRIGGER TAPES
learning exPeri ence.
the appropriate area on
to be a (n)
0-2
2-4
4-6
43
Excellent Good
2
Fai r
'I
Poor
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5. To what degree do the TRIGGER TAPES represent realistic
situations?
4321
Excellent Good Fair Poor
6. How well do the situations portrayed on the TRIGGER TAPES you
viewed provide a meaningful basis for trainee interaction?
4321
Excel]ent Good Fair Poor
7. To what degree did the "variable cards" contribute to the grouprs
interaction or di scussi on?
4321
Excell ent Good Fair Poor
8. To what degree do you feel the situations you have Just viewed
would be usefu'l in Fall Training for residence staff para.
professlonal s?
4321
Excel lent Good Fair Poor
9. Hould you be willing to participate in further training sessions
of this type?
10. Briefly describe how you feel the TRIGGER TAPE: you have iust
evaluated could be imProved?
Thank youl
ves no
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